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About This Game

FlappyU is a VR game in which you can fly with your own wings like the brave bird we all know you can be! Flap your arms to
avoid the tricky obstacles. The more pipes you get through, the harder the difficulty, with pipes moving up and down when you
reach 50 points. The magnitude of your arm motion controls how fast you go up. Cooler wing models are unlocked at certain

high scores, allowing you to choose from a collection of awesome available wings! You will also compete with all other flappers
around the world to be a part of the top 10 flappers on the Best Flappers Global Leaderboard (best high scores) and the Longest
Flappers Global Leaderboard (highest number of accumulated points). Try to outdo these high scores and accumulated points!

Not only is this game entertaining, but is a great source of exercise too! Make FlappyU part of your daily routine!

FlappyU will include more breathtaking landscapes and a wider selection of wing models in the near future. Stay tuned!

Want to fly? So high, that you can reach the sky? Give FlappyU a try!
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Title: FlappyU VR
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
FlappyU
Publisher:
FlappyU
Release Date: 16 Apr, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10

Processor: i7 7500 or equivalent

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 1060 or equivalent

Storage: 100 MB available space

English
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First I was disappointed. I expected a realistic penguin hitting simulator, but the game is clearly not realistic at all. The physics
are all wrong, and penguins don't wear hats.

But while continuously hitting penguins, it hit me: This game was never meant to be realistic. It was meant to be philosophical!

What is all of this about?
Where do you want to go?
Do you want to sacrifice everything for a brief moment of ultimate happiness?

I was deeply touched by this game and it made me ponder the deeper meaning of life. Definitely recommended!. ubi = fail ..
best fail game ever. I nice little game based on the real board game. It includes some amature intro which shows very little, but
explains what the game is about. The dice rolls are real enough.

Although who the hell counts a tipped die!? I sure don't. Needs to be flat on the board to count.

Gameplay wise the A.I. is decent at it's job, and it includes online play. My only complaint...the achivments don't seem to work
at all. I recomend this small board game if you like such board games with very simple mechanics and Risk style play.. Easy to
see why it is still in BETA. Characters turn and move really slowly which makes the game feel clunky, and would make things
too chaotic on a tv with 8 people.
Hoping they clean this game up, would be great as a party game.
Wait until final release before buying.. okay... here it goes
so this is the best game i've ever even been given the CHANCE to comprehend.
I've played this hidden gem to completion about twice now. I can't put into words how much I love this game.
The music, characters, dialog, writing, lovely environment, the character development, are just so wonderful!
I think about this lovely piece of work every moment of my life!

Please, if you're just seeing this review or seeing if this game is worth your time and money. Then heed this warning...

Prepare for the best ride in your life.. Not many things in life or afterlife make my mom happy. This is one of those few things.
Amazing genius, pure happiness exists here. Empty your wallets. An obvious guide would be nice, but so far this is pure joy and
possibly the reason VR was invented.. Gameplay: The storyline is non-existent, which isn't the worst thing in the world.
Unfortunately, however, there are no redeeming qualities to make up for this. There are a decent amount of game mechanics and
levels to keep the total playtime up to 6 hours. The levels however are in no way challenging.

Visuals: It's pretty disappointing. It looks very unfinished.

Audio: It's not the worst audiowise. I can say that the sound effects match the disproportionate cartoon-like theme that they were
aiming for. The soundtrack would get repetitive as the amount of songs they had didn't match the playtime it took to beat the game.

Replayability*: There is none. I have no desire to go back and play the game. All the levels are the exact same and often times the
"perfection" mechanics (collecting all of the X) can usually be done on the first run through.

*This varies A LOT from person to person, so only rely on this category from me if you've agreed with my other reviews'
replayability sections.. does not work with Windows mixed reality headsets due to out dated version of unrela engine
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Move over "Snakes on a Plane"...

This is the epic action zombie blaster that takes place on an empty airplane. You and endless hordes of undead ridiculous
looking assets will glitch and awkwardly maneuver about in a war of comic utter failure! Fight inside the plane! Fight on top of
plane! Even take control of the plane! Weeeeee!

See my First Play and Review video here:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=142KpSqlbuE

I think the developers behind this game have been studying the same "How To Make A Steam Game And Get Rich in 30 Days"
training courses as the infamous Digital Homicide developers behind the Slaughtering Grounds. And all their hard work shows
when you play this masterful game... masterfully awful! Awful controls, Morbid awful mechanics, and God awful physics make
this game qualify for one of the best ways to waste your money this year!

You'll swear this game is a joke. Like you'll be hoping that at anytime as you awkwardly fumble around with this catastrophe
and fight horrid controls that a screen will pop up and say "Just Kidding!" and then start an actual decent game... But no! This is
real people. This is really a game that's asking nearly $20, and that's just for the base game! They already have add on content
available on launch day that will serve only to increase the amount of refund dollars Steam has to issue for as long as this game
is available here.

You can choose which ridiculous hero you want to control from three when you first start the game should you choose to battle
the zombies. Imagine the Slaughtering Grounds in (or on top of) a plane speeding through the air. But this game has an added
perk in which you can also choose from the main menu to control the plane to either try and shake off zombies as you fly.. or
just fly in a free fly mode admiring all the puffy clouds popping in the sky instantly like popcorn all around you! Yay!

While this game is slightly better then the Slaughtering Grounds I compared it to, this game looks like something Digital
Homicide would release. Knowing this is the first product by Shangri-La Game Studios offers some level of hope. This is their
start, right? Everybody has to start "somewhere", and they can only improve from here! While I gave this game an 8% score, I
look at these developers with confidence and hope that their next game scores at least a 20%. I know it's a lot to hope for, but I
believe dammit! :-). I cant even play it and ive just bought a new laptop. it be sweg

. It was recommended by a friend, but there's too much repetitive backtracking.. The first 2 hours of this game are great and
extremely enjoyable. After that, it\u2019s absolutely\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665with bad dialogue and gameplay..
I love this game. The physical one. The issue I have with this version of the game is that it's not at all like playing someone at the
same table. You can't see the opponents moves. You can't even be in the game when your turn is done. You get booted back to
the main screen at the end of your turn. If you want to play asynch it's fine I guess, but if you want to play someone live as if
you're at a virtural table this version of the game is terrible for that. Terrible. Waste of my money.. great game, could use more
players. I love it. I saw a youtuber play it and bought it immediately. I don't know what everyone was expecting, its a low budget
indie game. Give it a break.. The Angry Video Game Nerd could make a whole episode out of this game.

EDIT: Since Sunnight Studios was so nice to bring up the issue not to use the review section for stupid one liners (which
probably wouldn't even be noticed when this had positive feedback), I'll politely take my time to name the things that bugged
me.

After the recent patch most of the bugs and game breaking issues have been resolved so it at least became "playable", especially
for the price of 0,99 \u20ac\/$.

That however won't change the fact that Blue Nightmare reeks of sub par quality\/mediocrity at pretty much EVERY aspect a
game design can offer.
- Okayish story (4\/10), extremely weak presentation (1.5\/10): Pretty much a copy of Mother\/Earthbound which sounds good
on paper. Except for the serious issue that Blue Nightmare (and Red Nightmare in that regard) plays out like a soul less, dumbed
down version without ANY memorable dialogues or references.
- Okayish music (3.5\/10): nothing good, nothing bad, I couldn't care less if there wasn't any music at all through the whole
game
- quite good pixel art (4.5\/10) which catches the spirit of Earthbound...somewhat. Don't expect an Owlboy, Hyper Light
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Drifter, etc. though, it's not intended that way anyways.
- The main aspect and one of the few differences between Red and Blue, the battle system, is utter trash. While Red Nightmare
could hide itself behind the turn based, Mother-esque battle system (which is obviously easier to create by design), Blue
Nightmare suffers because of the most basic action adventure\/RPG battle mechanics you can imagine. Hell, it even stutters
when you or the enemies are using magic. Don't expect anything better than a stupid "button mashing until the enemy
dies"-system. Or simply use magic, most monsters won't even lay a finger on you. (1\/10)

Final rating: 24\/100

I could write some paragraphs more about this game, about the fighting mechanics alone to be precisely but frankly I
don't think this game deserves that much attention. Red Nightmare had the battle system only (and only that) going for
it, Blue Nightmare has nothing, let's leave it at that.

Round up: For the price of 0,99 it's definitely not too bad, I've seen worse. You can certainly dish one to three hours of
fun out of it. But with the price aside I'd never give this game more than a 2\/10 rating. Ever.. awful. if you are
interested in this, don't. get the previous one, 'life with horses'.
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